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  Section I.  Goals 
 
 
1.1 State Regulatory Requirement 
 
The goal of the Sewer System Management Plan (SSMP) is to provide a plan and schedule to 
properly manage, operate, and maintain all parts of the Sanitary Sewer System (SSS).  This will 
help reduce and prevent Sanitary Sewer Overflows (SSO), as well as mitigate any SSOs that do 
occur. 
 
 
1.2 Mission and Vision Statement 
 
The mission statement of Eastern Municipal Water District (the District) is to deliver value to 
our diverse customers and the communities we serve by providing safe, reliable, economical and 
environmentally sustainable water, wastewater and recycled water services.  The District also 
has a vision statement that is to provide an exceptional level of customer and community 
service, exceeding the performance of any other public or private entity.  In the spirit of the 
District’s mission and vision statement, the District has adopted a “full compliance ethic” in 
which, through shared responsibility, the District is dedicated to maintain full compliance with 
all heath, safety and environmental regulations.  Thus, this ethic standard for regulatory 
compliance extends to the development and implementation of the SSMP. 
 
 
1.3 Strategic Goals, Objectives and Tactics 
 
The District’s focus on continuous performance improvement is supported by its 2019 Strategic 
Plan.  The Strategic Plan discusses standards of excellence within a Standards-Based 
Organization.  The following are applicable standards of excellence from the District’s Strategic 
Plan that can be extended to the District’s goals for its SSMP that will help to reduce and 
prevent SSOs. 
 
Standard of Excellence: Highly Reliable Water, Recycled Water and Wastewater Service 
 

Provide safe, reliable and cost-effective water supply portfolio that is sustainable and 
achieves an optimum balance of water resources including imported water, surface 
water, groundwater, wastewater treatment, resue and resource recovery. 
 

 Water Recycling: Implement on-going treatment, storage and distribution 
system projects and programs to allow 100 percent utilization of treated 
effluent for the highest beneficial and sustainable uses possible. 

 Water Supply Diversity and Reliability: Develop and implement a portfolio 
of projects and management techniques to achieve a reliable and cost-
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effective balance of water supplies utilizing imported, local and recycled 
water sources. 

 Water Use Efficiency: Promote efficient use of water resources through the 
implementation of industry-leading programs and practices combined with 
customer education and awareness. 

 
Standard of Excellence: Protection of Public and Environmental Health 
 

Ensure all wate supplies protect the health and safey of the community and the 
envorenment and meet all regulatory requirements.   
 

 Permitting and Regulatory Compliance: Proactively perform all required 
permitting and regulatoyr activities for the safe and effective operation of 
EMWD’s water, wastewater, and recycled water systems. 

 Responsible Regulation: Advocate for responsible regulatory policy that 
provides for meaningful environmental protection in a cost-effective 
manner. 

 
Standard of Excellence: Superior Customer and Community Service 
 

Consistently meet or exceed expectations in all facets of EMWD’s service. 
 

 Awareness: Continue to develop and implement multi-faceted approaches to 
ascertain and measure customer service levels, as wellas customer needs and 
expectations. 

 Service: Provide timely, courteous and responsive customer service that is 
adaptable to changing customer needs, priorities, and communication 
prefrences. 

 
Standard of Excellence: Sound Planning and Operational Efficiency 

 
Deliver the highest quality products and services in a cost-effective and efficent manner 
by leveraging workforce, technology, and business partnerships to implement industry-
leading processes and practices. 

 

 Operational Efficnecy: Implement industry-leading programs and procedures 
to ensure EMWD is operaton at optimal efficiency to minimize costs, manage 
risk and ensure the best value to our customers. 

 Maintenance: Implement and manage preventative and predictive 
maintenance programs that enable a highly reliable operation of the 
District’s facilities and extend the useful life of assets. 
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 Information Technology Investments: Implement information technology 
capital investments to achieve efficiency, effectiveness and resource 
optimization entity-wide. 

 
Standard of Excellence: Fiscal Responsibility and Appropriate Investment 
 

Ensure financial stability and demonstrate responsible stewardship of public funds. 
 

 Proportionate Cost of Service: Continue to evaluate EMWD’s fees, rates and 
charges to ensure that each customer class pays its proportionate fair share, 
while generating adequate revenues to meet EMWD’s financial obligations. 

 Infrastructure Replacement: Implement strategy to fund future infastructue 
replacements and refurbishments over an appropriate period of time using 
resuerves, financing, and rate revenue in a balance manner tha avoid future 
rate spikes. 

 Shared Services: Seek beneficial shared service opportunities that reduce 
costs and overhead by in-sourcing work from outside entities to EMWD and 
out-sourcing functions, where appropriate.  

 
Standard of Excellence: Exemplary Employer 
 

Become the employer of choice for high performing employees by sustaining a safety 
and ethical workplace that promotes innovation and provides opportunities for 
employee development to achieve job fulfillment. 

 

 Workplace Excellence: Recruit and retain highly qualified, diverse and 
productive employees by providing competitive compensation and 
opportunities for career development and advancement. 

 Ethics: Ensure an ethical work environment by exemplifying EMWD’s Guiding 
Principles into all aspects of the EMWD’s business. 

 Engagement: Provide clear and open communication, fostering a positive 
interaction between management and employees which encourages 
exchange of ideas, information and process improvements. 

 
Standard of Excellence: Effective Communication, Advocacy and Community Partnerships 
 

Engage in mutually beneficial partnerships, communicate with clarity and purpose, and 
conduct constructive advocacy with Federal, State and local stakeholders. 

 

 Partnerships: Position the EMWD to respond to interagency consolidation 
opportunities or partnerships that are mutually beneficial, promote 
improved service to the community, and are implemented in a timely and 
orderly fashion. 
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 Advocacy: Conduct a highly productive and effective Federal, State and local 
advocacy representation program to effectively influence legislation, 
regulation and funding in a manner responds to a shifting political landscape, 
benefits EMWD’s customers and consistently demonstrates industry 
leadership. 

 Education: Maintain a comprehensive education program that promotes an 
informed understanding of water, wastewater, and recycled water servies 
and issues; EMWD’s efforts and infestments in community improvements; 
and environmental resource management and the community’s role in 
preserving natural resources. 

 
The District’s Strategic Plan in its entirety can be found on the District’s website at:  
 
https://www.emwd.org/sites/default/files/file-attachments/2019_strat_plan_update_-
_final.pdf  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.emwd.org/sites/default/files/file-attachments/2019_strat_plan_update_-_final.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/default/files/file-attachments/2019_strat_plan_update_-_final.pdf
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Section II.  Organization 
 
 

2.1  State Regulatory Requirement 
 
The SSMP must identify: 
 

(a) The name of the responsible or authorized representative as described in Section J 
of the Waste Discharge Requirement (WDR) order. 

(b) The names and telephone numbers for management, administrative, and 
maintenance positions responsible for implementing specific measures in the SSMP 
program.  The SSMP must identify lines of authority through an organization chart or 
similar document with a narrative explanation; and 

(c) The chain of communication for reporting SSOs, from receipt of a complaint or other 
information, including the person responsible for reporting SSOs to the State and 
Regional Water Board and other agencies if applicable (such as County Health 
Officer, County Environmental Health Agency, Regional Water Board, and/or State 
Office of Emergency Services (OES)). 

 
 
2.2 Authorized Representatives 
 
The District’s authorized representative who is responsible for the overall operation and 
maintenance of the District facilities and compliance actions required by the Waste Discharge 
Requirement for Sanitary Sewer Systems (WDR SSS) is the Assistant General Manager (AGM) of 
Operations & Maintenance (O&M).  The duly authorized representatives for purposes of 
electronic reporting, signatures and certifications have been identified as the Director of 
Environmental & Regulatory Compliance (ERC) and the Environmental Services Manager. 
 
Staff members who have been authorized to enter data, and classified, as Data Submitters in 
the SSO online database California Integrated Water Quality System (CIWQS), are the 
Environmental Analyst positions within the Environmental Services Division of ERC. 
 
Names and contact information of current authorized representatives are contained in 
Appendix B. 
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2.3 Organizational Chart  
 
Figure 2.1. Organizational Chart 
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The District maintains an up-to-date online organizational chart that clearly 
demonstrates lines of authority.  Access to this organizational chart is available to the 
public through the District’s internet site at the following location: 
 

https://www.emwd.org/district-organization 
 
Descriptions of specific positions and departments/divisions and their responsibilities in 
respect to the implementation activities of the SSMP are detailed in Section 2.4. 
 
 
2.4 Description of Responsibilities and Support Divisions 
 
There are several departments and divisions within the District that are both directly 
and indirectly involved with the successful implementation of SSMP activities and WDR 
SSS compliance actions.  Names and contact information of current District staff directly 
responsible for implementing the SSMP are contained in Appendix B.  A brief 
description of specific positions and more general department/division responsibilities 
are as follows: 
 
Board of Directors 
The District’s Board of Directors is publicly elected and legally responsible for the 
District’s organization and performance.  The Board of Directors is responsible for 
approval and adoption of the SSMP at a public meeting. 
 
Executive Management 
The District’s Executive Management includes the General Manager, Deputy General 
Manager, and Assistant General Managers.  The General Manager is accountable for 
developing, implementing, and executing short and long-term plans, policies, budgets, 
and strategies to accomplish the District’s Mission, Strategic Plan, and Board of 
Directors priorities. 
 
The Assistant General Managers are responsible to plan, direct, organize, control, 
integrate and evaluate the work of assigned departments to ensure services comply 
with the policies and strategic direction set by the General Manager, Board of Directors 
and all applicable laws and regulations. 
 
Operation and Maintenance Branch 
The Assistant General Manager of Operations & Maintenance is responsible for this 
branch, which manages and integrates a wide variety of functions, programs, and staff 
engaged in the operational activities associated with the District’s wastewater collection 
and treatment and maintenance management systems.  The Assistant General Manager 
of Operations & Maintenance is the Authorized Representative under the WDR SSS. 
 

https://www.emwd.org/district-organization
https://www.emwd.org/board-directors
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Water Reclamation – Under the direction of the Assistant General Manager of 
Operations & Maintenance, the Director of Water Reclamation is responsible for 
the department that manages the wastewater treatment (water reclamation) 
facilities and collection system.  The District operates and maintains four Publicly 
Owned Treatment Works (POTWs) located in San Jacinto, Moreno Valley, 
Temecula and Perris.  In addition, to having these wastewater treatment 
facilities, the collection system of Hemet, Menifee, Murrieta and unincorporated 
areas of Southwest Riverside County are serviced by the District. 

 
Wastewater Collections - The Wastewater Collections Division mission is 
to provide our customers with timely collection and disposal of 
wastewater in a professional, cost effective, and environmentally sound 
manner.  To provide support to other District Divisions with specialized 
equipment needs to assist them in achieving their mission.  This division 
directly implements the activities to properly operate and maintain the 
SSS (excluding lift stations) via prioritization and conducting routine and 
preventative maintenance activities as well as response, mitigation and 
clean-up of SSOs.  The division is staffed with a Wastewater Collections 
Manager, Wastewater Collection Supervisor, Collection System Utility 
Worker I, Collection System Utility Worker II, Collection System Utility 
Worker III and Collection System Utility Crew Leader. 

 

Position No. Budgeted No. Staffed 

Wastewater Collections Manager 1 1 

Wastewater Collections Supervisor 1 1 

Collection System Utility Work I / II / III /  
     Crew Leaders 

13 13 

 
Maintenance Services – The Maintenance Services Departmental mission is to 
provide comprehensive and cost effective support services for the maintenance, 
repair, and improvement of the District’s water, wastewater, and recycled water 
systems; general use facilities; and vehicles to optimize performance and 
maximize asset life.  The Director of Maintenance Services is responsible for 
planning and directing comprehensive strategies and programs for the 
maintenance of the facilities and vehicles including wastewater collection 
systems lift stations. 

 
Mechanical Services - The Mechanical Services Division is responsible for 
the installation, maintenance, repair, and servicing of mechanical 
equipment and machinery used in the production, treatment, storage, 
collection, and distribution of potable, recycled, and wastewater systems.  
This division directly implements the activities to properly operate and 
maintain the District’s wastewater lift stations via prioritization and 
conducting routine and preventative maintenance activities and responds 

https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/emwd_org_chart_updated_04.09.19.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/sjvrwrffactsheet.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/mvrwrffactsheet.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/tvrwrffactsheet.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/pvrwrffactsheet.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Wastewater%20Collection%20Manager.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Wastewater%20Collection%20Manager.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Wastewater%20Collection%20Supervisor.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Collections%20Systems%20Utility%20Worker%20I_II.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Collections%20Systems%20Utility%20Worker%20I_II.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Collections%20Systems%20Utility%20Worker%20I_II.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Collections%20Systems%20Utility%20Worker%20III.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Collections%20Systems%20Utility%20Worker%20III.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Collections%20Systems%20Utility%20Crew%20Leader.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Director%20of%20Maintenance.pdf
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to alarms in the system.  The division has dedicated technicians that are 
solely responsible for wastewater lift stations.  The division is staffed by 
the Mechanical Services Manager, Mechanical Maintenance Supervisor, 
Mechanical Maintenance Technician I, Mechanical Maintenance 
Technician II and Senior Mechanical Technician. 

 

Position No. Budgeted No. Staffed 

Mechanical Services Manager 1 1 

Mechanical Maintenance Supervisors  
(Lift Stations) 

1 1 

Mechanical Maintenance Technicians I 
/ II / Senior 

6 6 

 
Asset and Facilities Management – The Assets and Facilities 
Management Division mission is to achieve optimal maintenance and 
operations efficiency through quality planning and scheduling practices, 
to provide superior support services to our customers in an efficient and 
timely manner, and to prolong the life expectancy of the District’s assets 
and infrastructure.  This division is responsible for developing and 
implementing the District’s Computerized Maintenance Management 
System (CMMS), Maximo software for asset and work management.  
Additionally, they develop PM’s/Job plans for maintenance activities and 
implement them based on a variety of inputs from manufacturer 
recommendations to departmental requirements.  Lastly, they are 
responsible for developing and reviewing performance metrics in support 
of Maintenance objectives. 

  
Water Operations – This department is overseen by the Director of Water 
Operations and consists of the divisions of Recycled Water Operations and 
Water Operations Central Control and Special Services that maintain and operate 
the District’s Non-reclaimable Waste Line (NWL). 
 

Recycled Water Operations - This division is a field operation and is 
responsible for the recycled water distribution system.  In addition, the 
Recycled Water staff operates, maintains, and responds to the initial spill 
of the District’s NWL that contains brine wastewater that is conveyed to 
the Inland Empire Brine Line. 

 

Position No. Budgeted No. Staffed 

Water Operation Manager 1 1 

Water Operation Supervisor 2 1 

Distribution Operator I/II/III 5 4 

 

https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Mechanical%20Services%20Manager.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Mechanical%20Maintenance%20Supervisor.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Mechanical%20Maintenance%20Technician%20I_II.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Mechanical%20Maintenance%20Technician%20I_II.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Mechanical%20Maintenance%20Technician%20I_II.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Senior%20Mechanical%20Maintenance%20Technician.pdf
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Water Operations Central Control and Special Services - This division 
consists of the District’s Integrated Operations Center (IOC), that serves 
as a receiving center for customer complaints regarding the collection 
system as well as a notification and dispatch center for District staff.  
Additionally, they oversee the District’s centralized Supervisory Control 
and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system that conveys information and 
controls operation remotely throughout the District. 

 
Planning, Engineering and Construction Branch 
This branch consists of the Department of Engineering, Field Engineering, Groundwater 
Management and Facilities Planning and Environmental and Regulatory Compliance. 
 

Engineering – This Department is overseen by the Director of Engineering, and 
the mission of the Department is to manage the planning and design of cost-
competitive, high-quality facilities to meet the District’s current and future water, 
wastewater, and recycled water demands and requirements.  The Wastewater 
Engineering workgroup is responsible for updating, maintaining and approving 
design and construction standards, and specifications for wastewater facilities 
constructed by both private and public entities in the District’s boundaries.  
Additionally, they coordinate with Operations & Maintenance in prioritizing 
rehabilitation and replacement projects.  Engineering plans and supports the 
Capital Improvement Program (CIP) through ongoing validation and prioritization 
process.  They support development and maintenance of wastewater facilities 
master planning strategies across business functions. 

 
Field Engineering – The Field Engineering Department mission is “Dedicated to 
provide the highest quality Construction Management and Technical & Safety 
Inspection services in a cost effective manner to meet or exceed District 
standards for new construction.”  Within the Field Engineering Department is the 
Construction and Safety Inspection workgroup, which plans and directs staff on 
District procedures and standards for inspecting and installation testing of 
wastewater collection facilities and for rehabilitation and repair projects. 

 
Groundwater Management and Facilities Planning – The department mission is 
to “Provide short and long range planning services to our internal and external 
customers to facilitate the needs of a growing service area with an eye on 
improving our operations, maintaining facilities, exploring new sources of supply, 
assuring system reliability, and promoting responsible use of our limited 
resources through conservation.”  Within the department, the Facilities Planning 
workgroup plans and supports CIP through validation and prioritization process.  
In addition, the workgroup supports the development and maintenance of 
water, wastewater, and recycled water facilities master planning strategies 
across business functions.  The Facilities Planning workgroup’s mission is to 
“Provide coordinated and managed facilities planning to assist operations, 
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maintenance, new business, and finance with decisions relative to existing and 
proposed facilities for accommodating District needs with the goal of achieving 
reliable, compliant, and efficient-to-operate systems.” 

 
Environmental and Regulatory Compliance Department  - The ERC Department 
mission is to provide responsible and resourceful environmental services to the 
District and support the District’s full compliance with all regulations to minimize 
environmental liability, foster ethical relationships with our customers and 
proactively research environmental strategies to promote District goals.  The 
Director of ERC is a duly authorized representative under the WDR SSS.  The 
Director of ERC oversees the following support divisions that are directly 
responsible for the implementation of the SSMP:  

 
Environmental Services - The Environmental Services Division is 
responsible for the District wide coordination of updating the SSMP, 
including conducting audits and developing and implementing SSO 
notification procedures.  The Environmental Services Manager is a duly 
authorized representative under the WDR SSS.  The Environmental 
Analyst I, Environmental Analyst II and Senior Environmental Analyst are 
authorized to be data submitters for SSO online reporting. 

 
Source Control - The Source Control Division is responsible for protecting 
the integrity of the District’s collection systems.  The Source Control 
Division is directly responsible for the District’s Fats, Oils and Greases 
(FOG) Control Program, maintaining interagency pretreatment 
agreements with the District’s collection satellite systems and at times 
assisting Facilities Planning Engineering in flow monitoring for system 
evaluation and capacity assurance activities.  The Source Control division 
is staffed by the Source Control Manager, Environmental Analyst I, 
Environmental Analyst II, Source Control Inspectors I, Source Control 
Inspector II and Senior Source Control Inspector. 

 
Laboratory & Water Quality Services – The Laboratory and Water Quality 
Services Division’s goal is to ensure that the public’s health is never at risk 
by providing quality support services to wastewater operations and 
engineering.  This includes laboratory analyses and sampling and data 
management of water quality parameters related to monitoring of 
surface waters impacted by SSOs. 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Director%20of%20Environmental%20and%20Regulatory%20Compliance.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Environmental%20Services%20Manager.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Environmental%20Compliance%20Analyst%20I_II.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Environmental%20Compliance%20Analyst%20I_II.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Environmental%20Compliance%20Analyst%20I_II.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Senior%20Environmental%20Compliance%20Analyst.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Source%20Control%20Manager.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Environmental%20Compliance%20Analyst%20I_II.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Environmental%20Compliance%20Analyst%20I_II.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Source%20Control%20Inspector%20I_II.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Source%20Control%20Inspector%20I_II.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Source%20Control%20Inspector%20I_II.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/job-desc/Senior%20Source%20Control%20Inspector.pdf
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All job descriptions at the District that identify each position’s purpose, essential duties 
& responsibilities and minimum core competencies, including required licenses, 
certification and other special requirements are available for public review and can be 
found on the District’s website at:  
 

https://www.emwd.org/job-classifications-and-wages 
 
 
2.5 Chain of Communication for SSO Reporting 
 
The District has established a chain of communication for reporting of SSO’s from the 
initial notification call to reporting to regulatory agencies as shown in Figure 2.2.  This 
chain of communication is contained within the District’s written Standard Operating 
Procedure (SOP) for SSO Notification in Appendix C.   
 
All SSOs, whether discovered by a customer or a District staff member, are called into 
the District’s IOC that is manned 24 hours a day, and 7 days a week.  IOC staff promptly 
dispatches nearby wastewater collections staff.  Once the SSO is confirmed by on-site 
dispatched staff, IOC staff is again notified and updated so that they may make the 
proper intradepartmental notifications per the SOP for SSO Notifications.  These calls 
are all logged in by IOC staff who also generate an electronic work order within Maximo, 
the District’s CMMS that contains all the call-in information. 

https://www.emwd.org/job-classifications-and-wages
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Figure 2.2. Chain of Communication for SSO Reporting 
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Section III.  Legal Authority 
 
 

3.1 State Regulatory Requirement 
 
Each Enrollee must demonstrate, through SSS use ordinances, service agreements, or other 
legally binding procedures, that it possesses the necessary legal authority to: 
 

a. Prevent illicit discharges into its SSS (examples may include I/I, storm water, 
chemical dumping, unauthorized debris and cut roots, etc.); 

b. Require that sewers and connections be properly designed and constructed; 
c. Ensure access for maintenance, inspection, or repairs for portions of the lateral 

owned or maintained by the Public Agency; 
d. Limit the discharge of FOG and other debris that may cause blockages, and; 
e. Enforce any violation of its sewer ordinances.  

 
3.2 Legal Authority Description for Wastewater Collections System 
 
The California Government Code, Sections 54739-54740 grants the District the authority to 
regulate and/or prohibit, by the adoption of an ordinance, and by issuance of control 
mechanisms, the discharge of any waste, directly or indirectly, to the District’s sewerage 
facilities.  This authority includes the right to establish limits, conditions, and prohibitions; to 
establish flow rates or prohibit flows discharged to the District sewerage facilities; to require 
the development of compliance schedules for the installation of equipment systems and 
materials by all users; and to take all action necessary to enforce its authority, whether within 
or outside the District boundaries, including those users that are tributary to the District or 
within areas for which the District has contracted to provide sewerage services.  Through a 
number of ordinances, resolutions, interagency sewer use and pretreatment agreements, the 
District possesses the necessary legal authority as required by the WDR for SSS. 
 
The following resolutions, ordinances and plans discussed in Section 3.2.1 – 3.2.5 can be found 
in their entirety at the following locations: 
 

 Resolution No. 1643.21 - Amended Rules and Regulations Governing the Provision of 
Sewer System Facilities and Service, Effective June 1, 2006 
o Resolution 1643.21 is available in Appendix D 

 Ordinance 59.6 – Regulations for Waste Discharge and Sewer Use, January 16, 2013 
o Ordinance 59.6 can be accessed via the following link: 

https://www.emwd.org/post/wastewater-control-ordinance-discharge-limits 
 

 Enforcement Response Plan, 1999 
o The Enforcement Response Plan is available in Appendix E 

https://www.emwd.org/post/wastewater-control-ordinance-discharge-limits
http://www.xxxxxxx.org/
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 Resolution No. 3003.3 – Establishing Maximum Concentration Levels of Industrial 
Wastewater, Hauled Domestic Liquid Waste, and Conventional Pollutants and 
Applicable Surcharge Rates 
o Resolution No 3003.3 is available in Appendix S 

 
3.2.1 Illicit Discharges 
 
Ordinance 59.6 under Article 3 for General Sewer Use Requirements contains general and 
specific prohibitions that give the District the authority to prevent illicit discharges into its SSS.  
Section 3.1(B) lists several specific prohibitions of pollutants, substances, or types of 
wastewater that cannot be introduced into its system such as, “…solid or viscous substances in 
amounts which will cause obstruction of the flow in the District’s RWRFs or collection 
system.Petroluem oil, nonbiodegradable cutting oil, or products of mineral oil origin…storm 
water, surface water, ground water, artesian well water, roof runoff, subsurface drainage, 
swimming pool drainage.detergents, surface-active agents, or other substances which may 
cause excessive foaming in the District’s RWRFs or collection system…”. 
 
3.2.2 Design and Construction 
 
Resolution No. 1643.21 contains several provisions that states the District’s authority to require 
sewers and connections be properly designed and constructed. 
 

Section 2.0.1 Sewer Lateral Installations/Modifications/Relocations, “Sewer Laterals 
shall be furnished and installed by Sponsor in accord with District’s standard design 
criteria and specifications.” 

 
Section 2.0.5 Conformance to Codes and Specifications, ”Sewer Laterals and/or Private 
Sewer Systems must conform to applicable building and plumbing code requirements 
and District specifications.” 
 
Section 3.0.1 Sewer System Facilities Installation/Modification/Relocation, “Sewer 
system facilities arranged for under an agreement, shall be planned, furnished and 
installed by the Sponsor in accordance with the District’s standard plans and 
specifications…” 
 

Additionally, the District does reserve the right to require customers who wish to connect to 
the Districts sewer system to install a backflow prevention device on the private sewer lateral if 
deemed necessary. 
 

Section 2.2.3 Antiflooding Devices “Whenever there exists the possibility of wastewater 
from a District sewer pipeline flooding private property, as determined by District, an 
antiflooding device shall be included in the Applicant’s Private Sewer System as 
prerequisite for District approval for the Involved Sewer Lateral. 
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3.2.3 Access for Maintenance, Inspection and Repairs 
 
Resolution 1643.21 also states that the District has the authority to access laterals for 
maintenance, inspection and/or repair, as well as private laterals for inspections. 
 

Section 2.2.2 Inspection Structures, ”When required by the District, Applicant 
shall…install a suitable structure to facilitate the observation, sampling, measurement, 
and testing of the wastewater being discharged, either directly or indirectly into a 
District Sewer Lateral or District sewer pipeline.  Such structures…shall be accessible to 
District personnel at all times.” 
 

Additionally, under the General Provisions in Article 1 of Ordinance 59.6, Section 1.7 states that 
the District, “…shall be permitted to enter all properties from which wastes or wastewaters are 
being or are capable of being discharged into a POTW for purposes of inspecting, observing, 
measuring, sampling and testing pertinent to the discharge of wastes or wastewater to 
ascertain whether the intent of this Ordinance is being met…”. 
 
3.2.4 Fats, oils, and greases (FOG) and Debris 
 
Resolution 1643.21 states the District’s authority to limit the discharge of FOGs and other 
debris from private laterals. 
 

Section 2.0.2(B)(2) Ownership, Maintenance and Repair of Sewer Laterals, “The 
Customer shall make every effort to keep foreign matter from obstructing sewage flow 
from the Private Sewer System to the Sewer Pipeline.  The removal of tree roots, grease, 
and/or any other foreign matter is the responsibility of the Customer.” 
 
Section 2.2.1 Traps, “…traps shall be installed by the Applicant for the proper handling of 
wastewater containing floatable grease, flammable wastes, sand, or other harmful 
ingredients...All traps shall be of the type and capacity approved by the District and 
installed in a location that is easily accessible for cleaning and inspection purposes.” 

 
Additionally, Resolution No. 3003.3 contains the District’s Local Limits for each sewerage area 
that contain effluent limits for a number of constituents, including oil and grease limitations, 
mineral or petroleum origin and the other such as animal or vegetable origin.   
 

Section 7 – FOG Control Program will document in further detail the programs in place 
and implemented by the District’s Source Control program to limit and control 
discharges of FOG by residential and commercial sources. 
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3.2.5 Enforcement  
 
Article 5 of Ordinance 59.6 contains the provisions that give the District the authority to enforce 
the requirements within the Ordinance.  It also gives the District the authority to utilize various 
enforcement mechanisms to protect its facilities, from notice of violations to administrative 
fines to termination of service. 
 
The Enforcement Response Plan (ERP) as required by 40 CFR 403.8(f)(5), contains detailed 
procedures indicating how the District will investigate and respond to instances of industrial 
user noncompliance.  These procedures include methods to identify, document, track and 
respond to noncompliance and gives guidance for selecting the enforcement action most 
appropriate for a given violation. 
 
 
3.3 Legal Authority Description for Nonreclaimable Waste Line (NWL) 
 
The District owns and operates an approximately 15.8-mille long NWL that takes industrial 
wastewater that is highly saline from permitted industrial users within the District’s boundaries, 
waste truck haulers and the District’s Desalters and conveys it to the terminus of the Inland 
Empire Brine Line (formally known as the Santa Ana Regional Interceptor [SARI] system) in Lake 
Elsinore and managed by the Santa Ana Water Project Authority (SAWPA).  This wastewater is 
then transported to the Orange County Sanitation District (OCSD) for treatment and disposal to 
the Pacific Ocean. 
 
Due to the fact that the wastewater that is in this District-owned line is conveyed and treated 
by other agencies, the District has a separate sewer use ordinance and enforcement response 
plan in order to be consistent and in compliance with SAWPA’s and OCSD’s sewer use rules, 
regulations and effluent limitations. 
 

 Ordinance 91.3 – Nonreclaimable Waste Line Use Ordinance, May 8, 2018. 
o Appendix F 

 EMWD’s Enforcement Management System (Nonreclaimable Waste Line), May 2, 
2018 
o Appendix G 

 
The Ordinance 91.3 contains similar general and specific prohibitions to prevent illicit 
discharges like stormwater, runoff, debris, chemicals and greases in Section 201.0 under Article 
2.  Additionally, as described in Article 5 of the Ordinance, the District has the authority to 
access dischargers properties for monitoring, reporting and inspections related to discharge of 
wastewater to the NWL.  Article 6 gives the District the authority to enforce its Ordinance and 
EMWD’s Enforcement Management System documents the District’s program for implementing 
adequate and consistent enforcement response to assure compliance with Ordinance 91.3. 
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Additionally, each discharger into the NWL is permitted by the District’s Source Control 
Division.  The Source Control Division currently has permitted the following types of discharges 
to the NWL: 
 

 EMWD Menifee/Perris Desalters – discharges brine wastewater from the reverse 
osmosis units and pH adjusted Clean in Place wastewater 

 Inland Empire Energy Center – discharges cooling tower and boiler blowdown 

 EMWD Emergency Discharge(s) – discharge of off-spec recycled water, contingency 
plan for emergency discharge of domestic sewage and recycled water dewatering 

 Hauled Liquid Waste Disposal – discharge of various brine wastewaters (NOTE: As 
Waste Haulers District-issued permits expire, SAWPA will take over permitting 
authority) 

 
As the District is permitted by SAWPA to discharge 3.6 million gallons per day (MGD) 
(purchased treatment capacity) and up to 5.5 MGD for an emergency discharge, the District in 
turn permits each of the discharges to its NWL.  The permit contains effluent limitations and 
monitoring and reporting requirements. 
 
 
3.4 Interagency Agreements 
 
Within the District’s boundaries, there are many public agencies that own their own collection 
system and connect to the District’s sewer system to convey wastewater to one of the four 
water reclamation facilities owned by the District.  Per Resolution 1643.21, Section 3.2, 
“Arrangements by another public agency for the connection of one of its sewer system facilities 
into the District’s sewer system shall be specifically dealt with in a special agreement, by and 
between the involved agency and the District.”  Thus, the District has a number of Interagency 
Sewer Use agreements, Interagency Sewer Maintenance agreements, where the District serves 
as the “contractor” for maintaining the other agency’s collection system, and Interagency 
Pretreatment agreements. 
 
Resolution No. 1643.21, Section 4.0.3 also goes on to state that, “Where sewer collection 
service is provided by another sewer purveying agency through District owned and operated 
sewer (other than local collection) systems, the District shall look to each involved sewer 
purveying agency to enforce collection of District sewer service charges and all applicable 
District rules and regulations governing the provision of sewer system facilities and service.”  
These interagency agreements, singly or in combination as applicable to the satellite collection 
system, ensures that those systems maintain the same levels and standards of discharge of 
wastewater indirectly to the District owned sewer systems as those who are direct dischargers.  
The following public agencies have one or more interagency agreements with the District: 
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City of Hemet Sewer 
City of Perris Sewer 
City of San Jacinto Sewer 
Lake Hemet Municipal Water District 
Murrieta County WD (now owned by Western Municipal Water District) 
Western Municipal Water District  
Santa Ana Watershed Project Authority  
California Department of Parks & Recreation 
Pechanga Band of Luiseno Mission Indians 
County of Riverside Parks Department 
 
Appendix H contains the agency name, up-to-date interagency agreement(s) name and 
locations of where copies of the agreements can be found within the District’s imaging and 
document management system, eB Work Place.  It also contains a matrix of sewer subagencies 
and assigned responsibilities relating to SSMP activities.  Appendix C of the SSO notification SOP 
contains information regarding interagency contacts.  
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Section IV.  Operation and Maintenance Program 
 
 

4.1 State Regulatory Requirement 
 
The SSMP must include those elements listed below that are appropriate and applicable to the 
Enrollee’s system: 
 

(a) Maintain an up-to-date map of the SSS, showing all gravity line segments and 
manholes, pumping facilities, pressure pipes and valves, and applicable stormwater 
conveyance facilities; 

(b) Describe routine preventative operation and maintenance activities by staff and 
contractors, including a system for scheduling regular maintenance and cleaning of 
the SSS with more frequent cleaning and maintenance targeted at known problem 
areas.  The Preventative Maintenance (PM) program should have a system to 
document scheduled and conducted activities, such as work orders; 

(c) Develop a rehabilitation and replacement plan to identify and prioritize system 
deficiencies and implement short-term and long-term rehabilitation actions to 
address each deficiency.  The program should include regular visual and TV 
inspections of manholes and sewer pipes, and a system for ranking the condition of 
sewer pipes and scheduling rehabilitation.  Rehabilitation and replacement should 
focus on sewer pipes that are at risk of collapse or prone to more frequent blockages 
due to pipe defects.  Finally, the rehabilitation and replacement plan should include 
a CIP that addresses proper management and protection of the infrastructure 
assets.  The plan shall include a time schedule for implementing the short- and long-
term plans plus a schedule for developing the funds needed for the CIP; 

(d) Provide training on a regular basis for staff in SSS operations and maintenance, and 
require contractors to be appropriately trained; and 

(e) Provide equipment and replacement part inventories, including identification of 
critical replacement parts. 

 
 
4.2 Sanitary Sewer System Mapping 
 
The District maintains a Geographic Information System (GIS) for the storage and analysis of 
cartographic (mapped) and related sewer and regulatory information for use by the District.  
The District has historically utilized Smallword GIS facilities data conversion/maintenance and 
Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) GIS environment for data storage, data 
conversion/maintenance, paper map generation and GIS data viewing.  The District’s GIS is 
continually updated with as-built drawings, data corrections submitted to Engineering Services 
by field staff and other sources of data from District workgroups.  Figure 4.1 details the current 
GIS data flow. 
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The District manages a sophisticated mapping and inventory system of its SSS as well as the 
boundaries of sewer subagencies (or satellite collection systems).  Appendix I contains a map of 
the District’s SSS including its sewer subagencies and a map of its NWL that connects to the 
Inland Empire Brine Line.  The mapping and inventory system of the sewer lines includes service 
area boundaries, property lines, manholes, street names, force mains, lift stations, pipe 
material and diameter among a host of other sewer line and facilities attributes.  Hard copy 
maps and laptops that have access to sewer system assets that are mapped in GIS.  An example 
is shown in Figure 4.2 of the ArcProd GIS view. 
 
Figure 4.1  GIS Data Flow Diagram  

 
 
In addition, the District has acquired maps of the subagencies sewer areas within EMWD’s 
District as well as neighboring sewer agencies.  These maps can be found in Appendix I.  
 
Due to the fact that the District does not own any stormwater conveyance facilities, as they are 
all County or City owned, the District does not currently have any of these facilities mapped 
within its GIS.  However, Riverside County Flood Control and Water Conservation District GIS is 
available online.  Inquires with the other cities have been conducted to see if stormwater 
conveyance facilities are available in a GIS format.  All available information will be collected for 
District use. 
 

http://www.floodcontrol.co.riverside.ca.us/GIS.aspx
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Figure 4.2(a) Example of ArcProd GIS 

 
 
4.3 Preventative Maintenance Program 
 
The District has developed written operation and maintenance plans for both its collection 
system and lift stations.  The Sanitary Sewer Operation and Maintenance Plan purpose is to 
maintain the collection system to reduce the number of SSOs and discover any defects that 
need attention to avoid potential SSOs in the future and establish best management practices.  
This plan describes the District’s routine PM program including goals and frequency of PM 
activities.  The PM activities discussed within the plan include line cleaning, video inspection, 
trouble sections, hot spots, routes (i.e. sewer lines within easements that have a potential for 
vandalism), and manhole inspections.  The Mechanical Services Lift Station Maintenance Plan 
contains descriptions and instructions of PM activities that should be conducted on specific 
pieces of equipment at a lift station from an electric motor to a chemical injector to the wet 
well maintenance.  It also contains a summarized spreadsheet of SCADA alarms that are set for 
each lift station.  All PM activities, with the exception of video inspections, are typically done by 
trained District staff members within the Maintenance Services Department.  All PM activities 
are put into the District’s CMMS.  Figure 4.2 is an example of some of the PM activities inputted 
into the District’s CMMS for one of its lift stations. 
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Figure 4.2(b)  Example of PM Report for a Lift Station 

 
 
Appendix J contains the most recent copy of both the SSO and Maintenance Plan and 
Mechanical Services Maintenance Plan.   
 
The District has electronically compiled all operation and maintenance manuals for specific 
facilities, and equipment at those facilities, into one location on the District’s internal network 
drive. 
 
4.3.1  Preventative Maintenance Prioritization 
 
The District is able to document scheduled and conducted PM activities via its CMMS, Maximo, 
which is used to manage the operation and life-cycle of the District’s physical assets.  The 
District is also able to prioritize PM workorders generated in Maximo utilizing a priority 
calculation methodology.  Sewer system related PM’s are prioritized by calculating the priority 
assigned to work and adding it to the priority assigned to the location (multiplied times 2). 
 

Example:  Type of Work + (Work Location X 2) = Calculated Priority 
 
The “Type of Work” priority is assigned by the Manager or Supervisor using their experiences 
on the nature and importance of the activity.  The “Work Location” priority is set by an 
established criterion (1 through 5) which places sewer systems and related components to a 
higher standard of importance over similar potable water systems and components.  For 
instance, a work location priority of 5 indicates a very critical location that is associated with 
safety or regulatory issues or is critical to the process.  A failure in this type of work location 
would be devastating to operations like lift stations, treatment plant locations without back up 
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assemblies or processes and pumping system without a back up assembly within the system.  A 
work location priority of one (1) would indicate a non-critical facility like grounds, sheds, etc.  
Figure 4.3 shows an example of the priority fields on a work order from a Maximo screen shot. 
 
Figure 4.3  Example of Maximo Work Order Screen 

 
 
The PM frequencies are set by the responsible person of the Wastewater Collections Division or 
Mechanical Services Division.  The frequencies are based on vendor recommendations, history 
of equipment, site conditions and/or the experiences of that individual and division.  
Recommendations for adjustments to the frequency would occur from the field personnel 
observations of conditions observed while performing their PM’s. 
 
 
4.4 Rehabilitation and Replacement Program 
 
The facility rehabilitation and replacement needs are submitted by various groups, but mostly 
from Operations and Maintenance Departments based on their observations and experiences 
with operating and maintaining the collection, conveyance and treatment systems. 
 
The short-term and critical projects are submitted to the Engineering Department via 
communications through various meetings such as weekly Operations and Maintenance 
meetings and/or by emails.  Additionally, a Primavera (Project Plus) project scheduling and 
reporting software can be used to enter new project requests.  These requests, if urgent, will 
receive immediate attention.  In most cases, the scope of work and costs are defined and 
submitted for approval.  Upon approval, depending on the nature of the work, engineering 
design documents are prepared by in-house engineering staff or by outside consultants.  For 
emergency maintenance projects and depending on the nature of work, engineering staff 
determines if the work can be performed by in-house staff or if it requires solicitation of bids 
from approved contractors.  Upon securing a contract for completing the work, engineering 
staff works with the Field Engineering staff to implement the construction of rehabilitation 
and/or replacement. 
 
Long-term projects are normally determined and/or submitted to the Engineering Planning 
workgroup first for consideration.  After a review and evaluation, if approved, the Engineering 
Planning workgroup submits the project for consideration to the Engineering CIP group through 
regularly scheduled Wastewater Enterprise Team (WWET) meetings.  The WWET Committee is 
comprised of District staff from Engineering, Operations, and other departments, formed to 
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provide a channel for direct communication for wastewater issues.  In the WWET meetings, 
ideas and issues are presented, discussed, and group decisions are made for projects related to 
wastewater collection, conveyance, and treatment. 
 
After receiving the request, engineering staff prepares a detailed scope of work and a cost 
estimate for approval.  If the rehabilitation and/or replacement project is approved for 
implementation, the engineering staff proceeds with obtaining appropriate resources to design 
the facilities and follows up through until facilities are constructed and are put in service. 
 
Depending on the nature of work, short-term and emergency projects can be implemented 
fairly rapidly.  Emergency repairs are implemented immediately.  For long-term projects such as 
pipe replacement (if not an emergency) design of the facility can be completed in 
approximately six months to a year and construction can be completed in as little as one year. 
 
The District sewer collection, conveyance, and treatment system consist of five general service 
areas.  The District maintains a separate system replacement and betterment accounts for each 
service area that is funded by service fees collected from customers within that service area.   
 
 
4.5 Staff Training Program 
 
The training needs for operations and maintenance staff are scheduled and tracked through the 
District’s tracking software called Training Depot.  Training Depot lists the required training 
classes for all individual employees that are based on the core competencies identified by the 
District for specific positions.  Training needs for any position can be queried, for example, 
Figure 4.4 is a Training Deport Report for the job specific training needs of a Collections System 
Utility Worker III.  The software indicates the frequency of specific training courses as well as 
the training history of each employee.  Most training courses have some sort of employee drill, 
demonstration and/or test to assess the effectiveness of the training.  The Training Deport 
software records and any course testing materials are maintained by the District’s Human 
Resources Department.  Additionally, California Water Environment Association (CWEA) 
certifications, and training for staff holding CWEA certifications, are budgeted for annually. 
 
In the event contractors are used to fulfill maintenance needs and/or construction at or around 
District sewer facilities, they are required to be properly trained and made aware of all safety 
issues of the facilities that they are working around.  Contractor training requirements are 
typically contained within the scope of work documents supplied and agreed upon by the 
contractor and discussed during pre-job meeting.  
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Figure 4.4 Position Training Needs Report from Training Depot 

 
 
4.5.1 Safety Program 
 
As described in the District’s Strategic Plan, the guiding principles for Safety is to “…ensure 
individual safety and the safety of our coworkers and the publics, without compromise.”  The 
District has embraced a ‘Total Safety Culture’ which is a reflection of concern with employee 
and public safety as a primary operational mandate.  In September 1999, the District became 
only the 12th organization, and first public agency, in California to earn Cal/Star status and has 
continued to maintain this status throughout the years.  Cal/Star is the highest level of 
participation in a program that encourages joint efforts of labor, management and the state to 
promote occupational safety and health and to go above and beyond Cal/OSHA standards.  It is 
a commitment that the District has undertaken and restates within the Strategic Plan as an 
Exemplary Employer, the District provides “…a work environment, training, equipment and 
other resources necessary to ensure the highest level of employee and community safety.”   
 
One of the safety programs that District utilizes is Job Safety Analyses (JSA’s) for specific tasks 
that are undertaken by staff.  JSAs are located within the software program JSABuilder and is 
accessible to all employees via the internet: 
 

jsabuilder.com/emwd 

https://www.jsabuilder.com/pro/jsadashboard.php?id=33167
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The JSAbuilder is password protected since it is available on the internet.  JSAs can be queried 
by different method using entering in a specific JSA number, operation title or by simply 
entering in a Department number.  The JSA for a specific activity contains what protective 
equipment should be used, applicable District positions who may perform such tasks, 
sequences of basic job steps, identifies potential accidents or hazards for each step and 
recommended safe job practices for each step.  The JSAs are annually reviewed, and if 
necessary updated/revised, by each applicable division, Department Director and the District’s 
Risk Manager and/or Safety Officer.  Figure 4.5 is an example of a JSA for Working Inside 
Trenches/Excavations for application staff in the Wastewater Collection Division.   
 
All District staff attends safety meetings and tailgates at the prescribed frequency that is 
required by for the position.  Additionally, the District has compiled all job safety policies from 
Confined Space Entry to Electrical Safety, into a Policy and Procedures  folder that is accessible 
to all employees on the District’s internal intranet site. 
 
Figure 4.5 Example of Job Safety Analysis 
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Underground Locations: California Government Code 4216 requires that all public utilities 
provide a free service to public and private excavators by identifying and marking the locations 
of their underground facilities.  This is done both to protect underground assets and enhance 
worker safety.  The District’s Facilities Locations group within the Engineering Services 
Department provides that service.  Work tickets are received from Underground Service Alert 
(USA), the state’s one-call center, detailing the location and dates that an excavator will be 
digging.  The Location Technicians then respond within 48-hours and, relying on District maps, 
record drawings and field location instruments, mark the location of EMWD underground 
facilities and additionally has a locator standing by whenever there is work done near critical 
facilities. 
 
 
4.6 Equipment and Parts Inventory 
 
The District maintains contingency equipment to handle emergencies, as well 
spare/replacement parts intended to minimize equipment and/or facility downtime.  The 
District stores the majority of its parts inventory at its Warehouse located at the District’s main 
office in Perris, CA, and also maintains parts and equipment at some sewer facilities and on 
maintenance crew vehicles.  Maximo is utilized to keep track of the location, quantity, usage 
and ordering of spare parts for the collection system that are stored within the Warehouse.  
Critical spare parts have the ability to be tagged within Maximo, ensuring that the Warehouse 
always has these parts in stock.  Appendix K contains an Inventory Balance Report for 
equipment and parts for the collection system.  The Maintenance Services Department also 
maintains a listing of local “go-to-vendors” where equipment and parts can be obtained in short 
notice in the event of an emergency. 
 
The District also maintains redundancy at many of its facilities, for instance the District 
attempts to use the same model pumps at multiple locations to reduce the need of different 
types of replacements.  
 
The District owns a number of specialized vehicles and emergency equipment that can be 
utilized for routine and preventative maintenance or emergency activities.  Equipment includes 
vactor trucks, hydro-flusher’s, spill response trailer, hoses, portable pumps and a number of 
emergency generators.  A listing of the vehicles and equipment available are contained with the 
District’s Overflow Response Plans that are located in Appendix L.  These vehicles and 
equipment are maintained and serviced by the District’s Fleet Services Division.   All vehicle and 
equipment usage and maintenance records are stored within another software program 
overseen by Fleet Services Division called RTA. 
 
 
4.7 Nonreclaimable Waste Line (NWL) Maintenance 
 
The approximately 15.8-mile long NWL is operated and maintained by the District’s recycled 
water operations division.  Due to the fact that the NWL, except under an emergency condition, 
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typically contains brine wastewater and each discharger is strictly monitored for flow and 
wastewater characteristics discharged to the head of the NWL, operations and maintenance of 
the line has different needs than the rest of the District’s wastewater collections system.  The 
District has a pressure sustaining station downstream at the end of the pipeline, this valve 
keeps the pipe full and prevents the coating from drying out.  Additionally, recycled water 
operators perform maintenance on valves annually and drive the pipeline frequently, checking 
air vacs and blow-offs.  The District also has a pump station that flushes recycled water into the 
NWL to help prevent scaling and build-up of minerals that could clog the pipeline. 
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Section V.  Design and Performance Provisions 
 
 

5.1 State Regulatory Requirement 
 

a. Design and construction standards and specifications for the installation of new SSSs, 
pump stations and other appurtenances; and for the rehabilitation and repair of existing 
SSSs; 

b. Procedures and standards for inspecting and testing the installation of new sewers, 
pumps, and other appurtenances and for rehabilitation and repair projects. 

 
 
5.2 Design Standards and Specifications 
 
The District’s Business development Services the interface between the District and developers.  
The department is the initial point of contact for inquiries from new customers.  New requests 
for sewer service are analyzed to identify and quantify any infrastructure needed and to 
determine appropriate fees and charges associated with the new sewer service connection.  
The New Business Department provides the developer, through a Plan of Service (POS) with 
details regarding required facilities.  Developer projects are coordinated with the District’s 
Wastewater Facilities Master Plan, and at times the developer facilities need to be sized 
appropriately for District current and future needs. 
 
Design and construction standards and specifications for installation for not only new sewer 
system facilities, but also for rehabilitation and repair of sewer system facilities are maintained 
on the District’s webpage as shown in Table 5.1.   
 
Table 5.1  Engineering Standards & Specifications 

Document(s) Website 

EMWD Standard Water and 
Sewer Engineering Specifications 

https://www.emwd.org/engineering-standards-specifications-and-drawings 

EMWD Small Lift Station:  
1) Guidelines  2) Drawing 
Tempate 

https://www.emwd.org/post/guidelines-booster-pump-stations-lift-
stations-and-reservoirs 

EMWD Sewer Standard Drawings: 
1) individual 
2) all - PDF 

https://www.emwd.org/sewer-standard-drawings 
 

EMWD Engineering Standard 
Detailed Sections 

https://www.emwd.org/rfp-post/emwd-standard-detailed-provisions 

EMWD Sewer Design Criteria https://www.emwd.org/engineering-standards-specifications-and-drawings  

https://www.emwd.org/engineering-standards-specifications-and-drawings
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EMWD Sample Sewer Capacity 
Study 

https://www.emwd.org/post/quail-valley-sewer-improvements-
alternative-study 

5.3 Inspection and Testing  
 
The District’s Field Engineering Department is responsible for inspecting all District and 
Developer projects and provides full-time inspection for on-site projects, and inspectios at 
fabrication shops for all District CIPs.  Field Engineering Construction and Safety Inspectors are 
responsible for recording all changes and actual field locations on the construction plans (red 
lines) for later recording in As-Built Drawings.  The inspectors participate with District 
Operations Staff as well as the contractor in operational start-up and testing. 
 
The Inspectors follow procedures and standards for inspecting and testing of new, rehabilitated 
and/or repaired sewer facilities per specifications that are called out by the District’s 
Engineering staff.  Inspectors utilize a Construction Manual that serves as a guide to assist them 
in performing daily tasks in a consistent and thorough manner while maintaining the District’s 
high standard of sewer facility construction.  The Construction Manual can be found in 
Appendix R. 
 
The Construction Manual contains links to commonly used forms for Inspectors out in the field 
such as test forms for sewer systems that are used to monitor the length of pipe tested, type of 
pipe or structure, type of test, start & finish times, loss, pass or fail, and any comments or 
remarks that are associated with the testing.  Daily inspection reports, as shown in Figure 5.1, 
are most commonly used for work done in tracts and developer driven projects and used for 
daily status updates for both water and sewer construction projects.  The Construction Manual 
also contains construction deficiency report forms, as well as the division’s standard operating 
procedures for common tasks and events encountered by Inspectors while out in the field.  
These forms are also available to employees in the forms directory for Planning, Engineering 
and Construction section on the  District’s internal website.  
 
Additionally, daily reports (or logs) are used to accurately record the facts pertaining to the 
construction methods, equipment and workforce, this includes noting sequencing of work, past 
work follow-ups, special events and specific conversations between the Inspector and the 
contractor.  These inspection reports and other related documentation are stored 
electronically, though a project management software called PRIMAVERA and Project Manager 
Interface  (PMI), as well as hard copy documents that are stored at the District’s main office 
(See Figure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.1 Inspectors Report for Construction Orders (EN-015) 

 
 

Prior to the release of the constructed sewer system, the release checklist, EN-074, is 
performed.  Identified in the checklist are the inspections of the manholes, sewer system 
cleaned, tested and video.  Bulkheads are identified and removed.  If laterals are associated 
with the construction, those are also inspected to ensure the piping is cleared (See Figure 5.2). 
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Figure 5.2 Pre-Partial Release checklist for Sewer & Water (EN-074) 
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5.4 Engineering Manual 
 
Internally, the District has developed an Engineering manual to be used as a guide for the 
Engineering Branch’s staff to facilitate management of the Engineering Branch’s projects and 
improve the Project Engineer’s effectiveness by clarifying responsibilities, enhancing 
communications, eliminating duplication of effort and improving consistency in reporting.  The 
objective is to establish standard procedures that are well understood and documented.  The 
manual also provides guidelines and examples for planning, scheduling, monitoring, and 
controlling a project.  This includes design checklists for sewer facilities and appurtenances that 
include general items such as easements, permits, constructability, site, architectural, 
mechanical, structural, electrical/instrumentation, and force main pipe considerations. 
 
This document is the primary reference for project management within the Engineering Branch 
of the District.  It is updated to reflect changes in the Engineering Branch policies and 
procedures and to incorporate any changes to the document as needed.  The manual and its 
appendices are available to all staff on the District’s intranet, “Pipeline”, Forms Directory under 
Planning, Engineering, and Construction. Table 5.2 provides an index of the Enigneering 
Manual. 
 
Table 5.2  Engineering Manual Index 
Appendix A – Project Approval Request Form 

Appendix B – Ordinance 2.21: Authorities 

Appendix C – Resolution No. 3224: Soil Subsidence 

Appendix D – Encroachment Permit Conditions & Fees 

Appendix F – Errors & Omissions 

Appendix G – Insurance Requirements 

Appendix H – Right of Way & Permits 

Appendix J – Water Supply Shutdowns 

Appendix K – Groundwater Production Wells Responsibilities & Well Startup 

Appendix L – Sample Request for Proposal 

Appendix M – Resource Allocation & Cost Estimate 

Appendix N – Specification Format & Samples 

Appendix O – Quality Control/Peer Review 

Appendix P – Project/Process Safety Review (Design Safety Checklist & Pre-Use 
Analysis Form) 

Appendix Q – Document Control 

Appendix R – Samples of Board Letters 

Appendix S – Right of Way Drawings 

Appendix T – Design Checklist  

Appendix U – Pre-Construction Conference Document Lists 

Appendix V – Facilities Start-up Check List 

Appendix W – Abbreviations 
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More information regarding EMWD’s Engineering Standards, Specification and Drawings can be 
found at the following location: 
 
Eastern Municipal Water District : Engineering Standards, Specifications and Drawings 
 
EMWD’s Standard Detailed Provisions are available on the District’s website at the following 
location: 
 
Eastern Municipal Water District : EMWD Standard Detailed Provisions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.emwd.org/construction/developer-project-help-desk/engineering-standards-specifications-and-drawings
https://www.emwd.org/rfp-post/emwd-standard-detailed-provisions
https://www.emwd.org/rfp-post/emwd-standard-detailed-provisions
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Section VI.  Overflow Emergency Response Plan 
 
 
6.1 State Regulatory Requirement 
 
Each Enrollee shall develop and implement an overflow emergency response plan that 
identifies measures to protect public health and the environment.  At a minimum, this plan 
must include: 
 

(a) Proper notification procedures so that the primary responders and regulatory 
agencies are informed of all SSOs in a timely manner; 

(b) A program to ensure an appropriate response to all overflows; 
(c) Procedures to ensure prompt notification to appropriate regulatory agencies and 

other potentially affected entities (e.g. health agencies, Regional Water Boards, 
water suppliers, etc.) of all SSOs that potentially affect public health or reach the 
waters of the State in accordance with the MRP.  All SSOs shall be reported in 
accordance with this MRP, the California Water Code, other State Law, and other 
applicable Regional Water Board WDRs or National Pollution Discharge Elimination 
System (NPDES) permit requirements.  The SSMP should identify the officials who 
will receive immediate notification; 

(d) Procedures to ensure that appropriate staff and contractor personnel are aware of 
and follow the ERP and are appropriately trained; 

(e) Procedures to address emergency operations, such as traffic and crowd control and 
other necessary response activities; and 

(f) A program to ensure that all reasonable steps are taken to contain and prevent the 
discharge of untreated and partially treated wastewater to waters of the United 
States and to minimize or correct any adverse impact on the environment resulting 
from the SSOs, including such accelerated or additional monitoring as may be 
necessary to determine the nature and impact of the discharge. 

 
 
6.2 Overflow Response Standard Operating Procedures 
 
The District has created a number of SOP’s that address specific aspects of its SSO emergency 
response that satisfies plan requirements contained within the WDR SSS.  All staff are trained 
on the procedures contained within the applicable SOP’s and all contractors who may be 
working on or around sewer facilities are made aware of emergency response procedures in 
their scope of work which is included in mandatory pre-job training sessions.  The following 
sections describe what is contained within each SOP and the location where the SOP can be 
found. 
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6.2.1 Sanitary Sewer Overflow Response Plan (SSORP) 
 
Maintenance Services has developed and implemented an SOP entitled Sanitary Sewer 
Overflow Response Plan.  The purpose of the plan is to minimize the impact of SSOs to the 
public and the environment.  The SSORP contains notification procedures for first responders to 
an SSO.  There are spill response procedures for first and second responders during both 
working and after hours.  Additionally, the plan lists approved contractors that can be called if 
emergency support is needed (i.e. traffic control, sewer line repair, pumping services, etc.).  
Emergency traffic control procedures along with working and after hours contact information 
for the various cities and their police departments within the District’s service boundaries.  A 
listing of emergency response equipment that can be utilized during an overflow response, and 
bypass procedures (via pumps or vacuum trucks) are described.  Lastly, the SSORP details 
procedures for containment, posting and restoration, if necessary, of sewer overflows. The 
Districts SSORP is located in Appendix L.  
 
6.2.2 Sanitary Sewer Overflow Response Plan for Lift Stations  
 
Maintenance Services has developed and implemented an SOP entitled Sanitary Sewer 
Overflow Response Plan for Lift Stations.  The purpose of the plan is to provide clear and 
complete guidelines and instructions for implementing procedures in response to any condition 
at a lift station that results in an SSO.  This plan gives the procedures for who Mechanical 
Services Division staff notifies if they are the first responders at an SSO occurring at a Lift 
Station.  Due to the fact that Wastewater Collections Division staff is responsible for response 
and cleanup of SSO’s, the plan references or has similar procedures as the SSORP for response 
and restoration activities, as well as documentation of the SSO event.  The Districts SSORP for 
Lift Stations is located in Appendix L. 
 
The District’s Mechanical Services Division has created individual contingency/emergency 
response plans for each of its individual lift stations.  The individual plans will address critical 
information about the station, including emergency operating procedures (i.e. bypass, sewer 
maps, storm-drain maps, necessary equipment needed), hazards and safety issues.  This will 
help to expedite response to SSOs at these critical facilities and mitigate volume and impacts of 
SSOs.  One of the individual lift station response plan has been included as an example in 
Appendix L. 
 
6.2.3 Leak Reporting/Mitigation Non-Reclaimable Waste Line (NWL)  
 
Water Operations has developed and implemented a SOP entitled Leak Reporting/Mitigation 
NWL.  The purpose of the plan is to establish guidelines for documenting, tracking leak events, 
reporting, repairing and spill mitigation of the District’s NWL.  The SOP documents the 
procedures for notification and reporting of spills from the NWL for the District’s IOC, 
Maintenance Services Department, Recycled Water Operators who may be the first responders 
to a spill event on the NWL, and the ERC Department who conducts the proper notification and 
reporting to the all regulatory agencies.  All spills from the NWL are treated the same as spills 
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from the District’s collection system, and response, cleanup and mitigation should adhere to 
Maintenance Services SSORP.  The Leak Reporting/Mitigation Non-Reclaimable Waste Line in 
located in Appendix L. 
 
6.2.4 Sanitary Sewer Overflow Notification  
 
The Environmental and Regulatory Compliance Department has developed and implemented a 
SOP entitled Sanitary Sewer Overflow Notification.  The purpose of this plan is to provide clean 
and complete instructions for accurate and timely reporting to regulatory agencies in the event 
of an SSO.  This SOP details what District staff is responsible for under various conditions, to 
make notifications to regulatory agencies, both during and after work hours, for specific SSO 
categories as defined in the SOP.  The SOP lists the timeframes that regulatory agencies are to 
be notified within as well as list of contacts at the various agencies with during and after work 
hours phone number and emails.  The SOP also states that it is the responsibility of the ERC 
Department to submit SSO reports to the State Water Resources Control Board via CIWQS and 
submit any other follow up reporting as required by any regulatory agency.  The SOP for SSO 
Notification in located in Appendix C.  
 
 
6.3 Sewer Overflow Event Documentation 
 
The SSORP directs wastewater collection division staff who respond to an SSO to fill out and 
submit an SSO Field Report as shown in Figure 6.1.  EMWD has implimented a CMMS software 
program from a third party vendor called Mobile MMS (Maintenance Management Solutions) 
which is dedicated exclusively to EMWD’s Collection System. Included in this application is an 
SSO Field report, that included the ability to upload pictures at the location of any SSO event, as 
well as any other supporting documentation.  All field reports are acessable to the Wastewater 
Collections Supervisor or Manager and the ERC Department.   
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Figure 6.1 EMWD Mobile MMS SSO Field Report 
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The SSO Field Report also requests the responder to estimate spill rates.  District staff are 
trained to utilize a number of methods to estimate spill rates as accurately as possible, 
including reasonably investigating estimated SSO start times.  The CWEA Southern Section 
Collection Systems Committee has developed and disseminated a manhole overflow gage as 
shown in Figure 6.2.  The District was proud to be a co-partner with the CWEA in the 
development of the manhole overflow gage by conducting the overflow simulations that are 
shown on the gage.  This is one way to calculate spill rate or volume.  Other ways is determined 
spill amount is by volume of area of spill containment or best professional judgement and 
experience. 
 
All documentation of any SSO event that supports the information that was submitted to the 
State Water Resources Control Board via CIWQS is stored electronically, by year, and location, 
on the District’s internal network drive. 
 
Figure 6.2 Manhole Overflow Gauge 
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Section VII.  Fats, Oils and Grease (FOG) Control Program 
 

 
7.1 State Regulatory Requirement 
 
Each Enrollee shall evaluate its service area to determine whether a FOG control program is 
needed.  If an Enrollee determines that a FOG program is not needed, the Enrollee must 
provide justification for why it is not needed.  If FOG is found to be a problem, the Enrollee 
must prepare and implement a FOG source control program to reduce the amount of these 
substances discharged to the SSS.  This plan shall include the following as appropriate: 
 

(a) An implementation plan and schedule for a public education outreach program that 
promotes proper disposal of FOG; 

(b) A plan and schedule for the disposal of FOG generated within the SSS service area.  
This may include a list of acceptable disposal facilities and/or additional facilities 
needed to adequately dispose of FOG generated within a sanitary sewer system 
service area; 

(c) The legal authority to prohibit discharges to the system and identify measures to 
prevent SSOs and blockages caused by FOG; 

(d) Requirements to install grease removal devices, maintenance requirements, BMP 
requirements, record keeping and reporting requirements; 

(e) Authority to inspect grease producing facilities, enforcement authorities, and 
whether the Enrollee has sufficient staff to inspect and enforce the FOG ordinance; 

(f) An identification of sanitary sewer system sections subject to FOG blockages and 
establishment of a cleaning maintenance schedule for each section; and 

(g) Development and implementation of source control measures for all sources of FOG 
discharged to the sanitary sewer system for each section identified in (f) above. 

 
 
7.2 FOG Implementation Program Elements 
 
The District’s longstanding, extensive, and proactive FOG Reduction Program is carried out by 
the Source Control Division and fulfills the required WDR SSS elements for a FOG Control 
Program that aids in reducing the District’s rate of FOG related SSOs. 
 
7.2.1 Public Education Outreach 
 
Public education outreach is coordinated with the District’s Public and Government Affairs 
Department and staff at the District’s satellite agencies.  The Source Control Division has 
posters, in English and Spanish (see Appendix P), that are distributed to FOG dischargers to 
encourage Best Management Practices.  The public outreach activites, including public FOG 
education, are covered in Communication portion (see Section 11) of EMWD’s SSMP.  
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7.2.2 Legal Authority  
 
The District’s FOG Control Program is supported by Ordinance No. 59.6, Regulations for Waste 
Discharge and Sewer Use (as amended).  Ordinance No. 59.6 gives the District the legal 
authority to prohibit discharges to the sewer system, authority to require installation of 
pretreatment (i.e. grease removal devices), authority to inspect grease producing facilities and 
authority to enforce these provisions.  Ordinance No. 59.6 can be found at the following 
webpage on the District’s website: 
 
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/ordinance596.pdf  
 
7.2.3 Grease Interceptors  
 
The District has a comprehensive survey/plan check program that is coordinated with Building 
and Safety Departments in nine cities within the District’s jurisdiction.  A Waste Discharge 
Application,(https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/wastedischargeapplication.pdf) 
and blue prints from commercial and industrial businesses are submitted to the Source Control 
Department via the District’s New Business Development Department.  The Source Control 
Department then evaluates these plans for the need of a grease interceptor, and if so, to 
ensure all grease bearing lines discharge to the interceptor.  Also evaluated is if chemicals used 
will have an impact on the operation of the interceptor and ensuring the size of the interceptor 
will be adequate for the user. Interceptors are installed per the District Standard (SB-70 Grease 
Interceptor) (see Appendix Q).   
 
Once an interceptor is installed, an inspection is conducted to make sure that the interceptor 
and grease lines are installed as approved.  Each user with an interceptor completes a 
Pretreatment Equipment Maintenance and Hazardous Waste Plan (see Appendix Q) that 
describes maintenance of the interceptor, including waste hauler information and procedures 
in case a spill occurs.  At that time, and as needed, users are provided with a list of Grease 
Interceptor Pumping and Restaurant Fry Oil Recycling Companies (see Appendix Q).   
 
The Source Control Department annually inspects all interceptors within the District’s 
jurisdiction for compliance with their Pretreatment Equipment Maintenance and Hazardous 
Waste Plan and proper operation of interceptor, including piping.  Enforcement timelines are 
set if the user is found to be non-compliant during the time of inspection and/or found to be 
the cause of FOG related SSO.  All FOG dischargers, plan check information, inspections, and 
enforcements, are tracked in a database program called Cityview.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/ordinance596.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/wastedischargeapplication.pdf
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7.2.4 Collection System Maintenance 
 
The Source Control and Wastewater Collections Department have direct communication and 
coordination when identifying and tracking sections of the sewer system that are subject to 
FOG buildup.  When trouble areas or “Hot Spots” are identified, Wastewater Collections 
Department is responsible for establishing and/or increasing the frequency of a cleaning 
maintenance schedule for that section and coordinating with the Source Control Division to 
implement source control measures if FOG buildup persists.  
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Section VIII.  System Evaluation & Capacity Assurance Plan 
 
 
8.1 State Regulatory Requirement 
 
The Enrollee shall prepare and implement a CIP that will provide hydraulic capacity of key SSS 
elements for dry weather peak flow conditions, as well as the appropriate design storm or wet 
weather event.  At a minimum, the plan must include: 
 

(d) Evaluation: Actions needed to evaluate those portions of the SSS that are experiencing 
or contributing to an SSO discharge caused by hydraulic deficiency.  The evaluation must 
provide estimates of peak flows (including flows from SSOs that escape from the 
system) associated with conditions similar to those causing overflow events, estimates 
of the capacity of key system components, hydraulic deficiencies (including components 
of the system with limiting capacity) and the major sources that contribute to the peak 
flows associated with overflow events; 

(e) Design Criteria: Where design criteria do not exist or are deficient, undertake the 
evaluation identified in (a) above to establish appropriate design criteria; and 

(f) Capacity Enhancement Measures:  The steps needed to establish a short- and long-term 
CIP to address identified hydraulic deficiencies, including prioritization, alternatives 
analysis, and schedules.  The CIP may include increases in pipe size, I/I reduction 
programs, increases and redundancy in pumping capacity, and storage facilities.  The CIP 
shall include an implementation schedule and shall identify sources of funding.   

(g) Schedule:  The Enrollee shall develop a schedule of completion dates for all portions of 
the capital improvement program developed in (a) – (c) above.  This schedule shall be 
reviewed and updated consistent with the SSMP review and update requirements as 
described in Section D.14 of the Waste Discharge Requirement (WDR) Order.  

 
8.2 Wastewater Capital Improvement Program 
 
The District has prepared and implements a wastewater CIP that provides hydraulic capacity of 
key sewer system facilities for dry weather peak conditions as well as design storm and wet 
weather events.  Wastewater CIP related documents and resource address evaluation, design 
criteria, including recommendations for improvements when those criteria’s are found to be 
deficient, capacity enhancement measures and schedules for Wastewater CIP projects, 
including needed funding. 
 
EMWD’s Wastewater Collection System Master Plan Supplement was completed in 2015, and 
provides a capital improvement program (CIP) analysis based on capacity analysis projections.  
The document that provides the basis for the update of the Wastewater CIP, and is accessible 
on the District’s public website at the following location:  
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https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-
attachments/sewer_master_plan_supplement_2015_wwfmp_planning_and_sizing_criteria_ap
pendix_3a.pdf 
 
The District’s Engineering and Water Resources Planning Departments conjoin to the plan and 
support the CIP through ongoing validation and prioritization processes.  Additionally, this 
collaborative effort supports the development and maintenance of the wastewater facilities 
master plan by achieving consensus on strategic and planning decisions.  The annual CIP review 
process is shown in Figure 8.1.  The most recent 5-year CIP Budget and Schedule is organized by 
project; it provides project description, justification, sources of funding as well as start and 
finish dates and can be found in Appendix M. 
 

Figure 8.1 CIP Process Flow Diagram 
 

 
 

EMWD provides a quarterly CIP Report that includes historical data and future planning that is 
accessible on the District’s public website at the following location: 
 
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/cip_report_q3_060619_final.pdf  
 
 
 
 

https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/sewer_master_plan_supplement_2015_wwfmp_planning_and_sizing_criteria_appendix_3a.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/sewer_master_plan_supplement_2015_wwfmp_planning_and_sizing_criteria_appendix_3a.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/sewer_master_plan_supplement_2015_wwfmp_planning_and_sizing_criteria_appendix_3a.pdf
https://www.emwd.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/cip_report_q3_060619_final.pdf
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8.3 Hydraulic Model of Wastewater Collections System  
 
The District’s Hydraulic Sewer System Model is a computer model of the District’s collection 
system and includes pipelines with diameters greater than eight (8) inches and all regional lift 
stations. The software used for this model is InfoSewer, which is developed by Innovyze and 
runs within ESRI’s ArcMap GIS platform. The modeling software is capable of modeling the 
collection system as a steady state model or as a fully dynamic model. 
 
The complete model is actually four (4) separate computer models with each computer model 
representing a portion of the system based on the treatment plant that the collection system is 
a tributary to. The four computer models are categorized as follows: 
 

 Temecula Valley  

 Moreno Valley  

 San Jacinto Valley  

 Sun City/Perris Valley  
 

The District’s Hydraulic Sewer System Model contains over 90-percent of the collection 
pipelines; pipelines with diameters greater than 8-inches are included in the model.  Much of 
the 8-inch and smaller diameter pipe was not considered part of the backbone system and 
therefore not included in the model.  Currently, there are no plans to change the model to 
make it an “all pipes” model. 

 
The District’s hydraulic model is used to analyze existing and proposed collection system 
facilities.  Existing facilities are analyzed to determine if any hydraulic deficiencies exist in the 
system and to identify where the hydraulic deficiencies exist.  When facilities are proposed, the 
hydraulic model is used to verify that the size of the proposed facility will be adequate for the 
planned flows. Design flows usually consider Peak Dry Weather Flow (PDWF) but Peak Wet 
Weather Flow (PWWF) can also be simulated. 
 
Additionally, the District’s hydraulic model is a tool that can be used in the following Facilities 
Planning functions: 
 

 Master Planning 

 Capital Improvement Program Development Facility Sizing 

 Operations Study 

 Pump Cycling 

 Peak Flow Effects 

 Flow Capacity Evaluation 

 System Deficiency Identification 

 System Improvements 

 Alternative Analysis 

 Flow Monitoring Design 
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 System Expansion 

 Model Calibration 
 
District staff has been trained in the utilization of Innovyze hydraulic modeling software, and 
the District maintains an annual service agreement with the software vendor for support 
services which include trouble-shooting and general information requests.  In addition, the 
District has trained in-house staff with experience in modeling water and wastewater systems.   
 
 
8.4 Hydraulic Model Update and Calibration 
 
The District’s hydraulic model received a major update and was calibrated as part of 3-year 
effort spanning from 2013-2015.  With updates to the Temecula Valley area in 2013, Moreno 
Valley in 2014 and the Perris and San Jacinto Valley areas in 2015 the modeling efforts are 
considered up-to-date and feasible.  The District’s hydraulic model is maintained and kept 
current.  When facilities (such as pipelines or lift stations) are proposed, portions of the model 
that could be impacted by the proposed facilities are reviewed and updated as necessary to 
verify that the model results are providing an accurate basis for the design of the proposed 
facilities.  Updates include the addition of recently constructed facilities, which are identified in 
the District’s GIS (known as Small World).  Small World, the repository for the District’s as-built 
information, is stored in digital format.  Operational changes and/or improvements performed 
by the District’s Maintenance Department are additional sources of updates.  
 
8.4.1 Flow Monitoring 
 
Flow monitoring may be performed to identify existing flows for dry or wet weather.  Dry 
weather flow monitoring is typically performed for at least two full weeks and usually includes 
three weekends.  Wet weather flow monitoring usually requires more time in order to capture 
a rainfall event.  The flow monitoring may be conducted by the District’s Source Control 
Division when time permits or by contracted vendor. 
 
The flow monitoring report usually contains a table and graphs for hourly information, 
including: flow rate (average, minimum, and maximum), depth of flow (average, minimum and 
maximum), and velocity (average, minimum and maximum) in the sewer pipe.  Figure 8.2 
demonstrates an example of a flow monitoring graph.   
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Figure 8.2 Flow Monitoring Graph Example 

 

 
 
Facilities Planning uses sewer flow monitoring to aid in calibrating the sewer model and to 
validate existing flow rates and peaking factors.  Using the calibrated sewer model, Facilities 
Planning can identify and locate deficiencies in the sewer system.  Then, additional sewer flow 
monitoring may be performed to confirm the flow rates near the predicted deficiencies.  The 
Waste Water Master Plan identifies and explains the calibration process and the identification 
of deficiencies in more depth. 
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Section IX.  Monitoring, Measurement, and Program Modifications 
 
 
9.1 State Regulatory Requirement 
 
The Enrollee shall: 
 

(a) Maintain relevant information that can be used to establish and prioritize 
appropriate SSMP activities; 

(b) Monitor the implementation and, where appropriate, measure the effectiveness of 
each element of the SSMP; 

(c) Assess the success of the preventative maintenance program; 
(d) Update program elements, as appropriate, based on monitoring or performance 

evaluations; and 
(e) Identify and illustrate SSO trends, including: frequency, location and volume. 

 
 
9.2 SSO Trends and Analysis 
 
The District is able to identify and illustrate SSO trends, including the frequency, location, 
volume, and cause through different software applications.  As a part of the District’s CIP, the 
District utilizes a Performance Management System that graphically displays various 
departmental and divisional enterprise performance metrics in what the District coins as a 
“dashboard”.  These dashboards can be found on the District’s intranet and can also be seen on 
the many television screens that are located in the halls around the District’s main office.  One 
of these dashboards, under the Wastewater Enterprise, is for sewer spills and can be displayed 
graphically by the number of SSO’s that occurred monthly in each of the Districts five (5) service 
areas as shown in Figure 9.1(a).  This dashboard can also be displayed by a monthly SSO volume 
total for each of the five (5) service areas, including the cause of the SSO as shown in Figure 
9.1(b). 
 
The Maintenance Services Division also has the capability of tracking and trending SSO’s in the 
District’s computerized maintenance and management system (CMMS) application called 
Maximo.  Maximo has the ability to map the location on GIS and record the volume of SSO’s 
and store this information associated with the work order number assigned to the SSO event. 
 
In addition to Maximo, EMWD has also procured a CMMS software program from a third party 
vendor called Mobile MMS (Maintenance Management Solutions) which is dedicated 
exclusively to EMWD’s Collection System.  This system tracks all Collection System activities 
including cleaning frequencies, “hot-spot” locations for accelerated cleaning, repairs, 
complaints, inspections, and SSO occurrences.   Mobile MMS also has the ability to run reports 
demonstrating trends regarding the various categories of applicability.  Figure 9.1(c) provides 
an example of the Mobile MMS application.   
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Fortunately, the District does not have a high frequency of SSO’s but does have the various 
mechanisms as described above to be able to easily visually identify and analyze any SSO trends 
based on location, volume and/or frequency, that are occurring within the District’s service 
areas.  This analysis can be used to measure aspects of the effectiveness of the District’s 
preventative maintenance program and to direct, prioritize, revise, and/or implement 
additional SSMP program related activities to address any troubling trends that are found. 
 
 
Figure 9.1(a)  Performance Measurement System Dashboard for Wastewater – Sewer Spills 
(Number of Spill Occurrences) 
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Figure 9.1(b)  Performance Measurement System Dashboard for Wastewater – Sewer Spills  
(Gallons Lost) 
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Figure 9.2  Moble MMS (Maintenance Management Solutions) Software Application 
 

 
 
 
 
9.3 Performance Measurement of SSMP Program 
 
The District utilizes an internal matrix as a performance measurement tool to gage the 
effectiveness of its SSMP as shown in figure 9.3.  The District’s collection service area is 
geographically located in areas that are governed by both Region 8 and Region 9 Regional 
Water Quality Control Boards.  The performance matrix juxtaposes EMWD’s SSO’s in 
comparison to all other agencies in Region 8, Region 9, and the entire State.  The SSO’s are 
quantified in number of spills per 100 miles per year (#Spills/100mi/yr) and in net volume of 
gallons per 1,000 capita per year (Net Vol. of Gallon/1000 Capita/yr).  This matrix clearly 
demonstrates the effectiveness SSMP related activities that have lead to the District’s low 
frequency of SSOs.   
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Figure 9.3 Performance Measurement Matrix of SSMP Program (SSO comparison by region 
and State) 
 

 

 
 
The District currently utilizes a CMMS application called Maximo to schedule and monitor O&M 
activates such as miles of sewer lines cleaned, manhole and sewer line repair, and customer 
lateral complaints.  The District also utilizes the Mobile MMS application that documents 
manhole inspections.  The District is in the conceptual stages of implementing an advanced 
application that would integrate and track all O&M activates for Wastewater Collections. 
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Section X.  SSMP Program Audits 
 

 
10.1 State Regulatory Requirement 
 

a. As part of the SSMP, the Enrollee shall conduct periodic internal audits, appropriate 
to the size of the system and the number of SSOs.  At a minimum, these audits must 
occur every two years and a report must be prepared and kept on file.  This audit 
shall focus on evaluating the effectiveness of the SSMP and the Enrollee’s 
compliance with SSMP requirements identified in this Section D.13 of the Waste 
Discharge Requirement (WDR) Order, including identification of any deficiencies in 
the SSMP and steps to correct them. 

 
b. The SSMP must be updated every five (5) years, and must include any significant 

program changes. 
 

10.2 Program Audits & Comprehensive Review 
 
The ERC Department will be responsible for conducting the every two-year audits as required 
by Section D.13 of the WDR.  Appendix N contains ERC’s SOP for the Audit and Continuous 
Improvement of the SSMP.  The purpose of the audits will be to update organizational and 
contact information, standard operating procedures, and capital improvement budget and 
information.  Identification of any SSO trends, as discussed in Section IX of the SSMP should be 
reviewed as well.  Additionally, each SSMP requirement, as well as SSMP-related activities, will 
be reviewed for compliance with the WDR, and if necessary, recommendations for 
improvement of the program made.  The ERC Department will communicate audit results to all 
applicable District staff that have the responsibility of implementing aspects of the SSMP.  All 
audit reports are stored on the District’s internal network drive.  
 
The ERC Department will also be responsible for conducting the every five-year comprehensive 
review and update of the SSMP as required by Section D.14 of the WDR.  The comprehensive 
review will incorporate all significant changes and updates to the program that have been made 
as a result of recommendations from previous audits or otherwise, into the SSMP.   
 
After the five-year comprehensive review and/or any audit that results in a significant change 
of the SSMP, the SSMP must be presented to the District’s Board of Directors for approval at a 
public meeting.  Once approved by the District’s Board of Directors, the ERC Department will 
certify that the SSMP has been re-certified by its Board of Directors in the online SSO Database 
in CIWQS.   
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Section XI.  Communication Program 
 
 
11.1 State Regulatory Requirement 
 
The Enrollee shall communicate on a regular basis with the public on the development, 
implementation, and performance of its SSMP.  The communication system shall provide the 
public the opportunity to provide input to the Enrollee as the program is developed and 
implemented. 
 
The Enrollee shall also create a plan of communication with systems that are tributary and/or 
satellite to the Enrollee’s sanitary sewer system. 
 
11.2 Communication with Public 
 
The District has a number of methods by which it can communicate to the public applicable 
aspects of its SSMP implementation activities.  First and foremost, the District’s SSMP is 
available for public viewing on the District’s webpage under Plans, Reports and Studies at the 
following website: 
 
https://www.emwd.org/post/sewer-system-management-plan-ssmp 
 
The District has a section on its website that is dedicated to its Healthy Sewers Initiative 
Program. The Healthy Sewers Initiative webpage is demonstrated in Figure 11.1.  This program 
is aimed at educating and communiciating our customers regarding the the role they play in the 
proper care and use of the sewer system.  The Healthy Sewers Initiave Progam is available to 
the public via the following webpage:  
 
https://www.emwd.org/SewerSmart 
 
The District utilizes its webpage and sends out bi-monthly newsletters, as shown in Figure 11.2, 
in its customer billings to communicate important issues to the public.  The District’s current 
and past newsletters are posted on the District’s webpage under Newsletters at the following 
website: 
 
https://www.emwd.org/newsletters 
 
The District also inserts a Bill Messages at the bottom of the billing statement each month.  As 
example is shown in Figure 11.3 of the Bill Messages.  The District’s current and past Bill 
Messages are posted on the District’s webpage under Bill Message at the following website: 
 
https://www.emwd.org/bill-messages 

https://www.emwd.org/post/sewer-system-management-plan-ssmp
https://www.emwd.org/SewerSmart
https://www.emwd.org/newsletters
https://www.emwd.org/bill-messages
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The District can also provide special inserts with the billing statement each month.  The 
District’s current and past bill insert are posted on the District’s webpage under Bill Inserts at 
the following website: 
 
https://www.emwd.org/bill-inserts 
 
Figure 11.1 Example The Healthy Sewers Initiave Progam 
 

 

https://www.emwd.org/bill-inserts
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Figure 11.2 Example of District Bi-Monthly Newsletter 
 

 
 
Figure 11.3 Example of District Bill Messages for December 2018 
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As mentioned above, communication process are a means that the District relays information 
to its consumers by hardcopy or for the public to view via website.  Additionally, the public can 
receive e-mail notification about what the District  is doing or being sent out through e-
Notification.  The public can sign up for e-Notification at the following website location: 
 
https://www.emwd.org/e-notifications 
 
The District is also within the social media network.  The District’s newsletter links and 
pertinent information are posted on Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/EasternMuni) and 
Twitter (https://twitter.com/easternmuni) for the public to follow.   
 
Additionally, the District has created a YouTube video in December 2014 specifically on Fats, 
Oils and Grease.  This YouTube video can be found at: 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BfST7JSqf2U 
 
Finally, the District has also developed a reference guide for District customers regarding sewer 
system operations, private property owner responsibilities, preventing sewer spills, and 
regulatory requirements.  A copy of this reference guide is located in Appendix O  as well as the 
following SSMP webpage: 
 
https://www.emwd.org/post/sewer-system-management-plan-ssmp 
 
 
 

11.3 Communication with Satellite Sewer Systems 
 
The District maintains all contact information with all satellite sewer systems within the 
District’s service area informally through collection system field interactions and/or Source 
Control needs.  Additionally, the District’s SSMP is available on the District’s website for satellite 
agencies to be able to download and review.  While the District is contracted to maintain many 
of its satellite agencies collection systems, the District has an open communication with 
agencies who maintain and operate their own sewer system facilities within the District’s 
service area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.emwd.org/e-notifications
https://www.facebook.com/EasternMuni
https://twitter.com/easternmuni
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BfST7JSqf2U
https://www.emwd.org/post/sewer-system-management-plan-ssmp
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